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the year, 1967 . . . 
4 




brick and steel and concrete 
and . - . 
here and there . . . 
10 
a little grass 
11 
J 
sometimes quiet ... hushed with snow and cold and darkness ... 
12 
warmed by an amber streetlight . suspended in silence 
13 







the place belonged to it felt good to be alone, 
16 
or share the peace with someone special 
17 







old faces, new faces, familiar faces, just faces ... 
22 
each a part of the whole . . . the ''group'' 
23 
faces in the union, class ... 
24 
faces in the crowd as we hurried past . 
hurried past yesterday, today, tomorrow ... fall, winter, spring 
26. 
a year like no other year ... the year of ''we'' 
27 
marshal! and "we" were part of a larger sphere .. . 
huntington ... downtown at night, the lights ... the park . 
28 
a warm town 
29 
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1 967 ... the year of growth ... construction ... 
32 
33 
detours ... mud ... noise 
34 
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it was worth it 
35 
STREET .~ . 
CLOSED 
we were saturday afternoon parades . . . 
37 
sunny days of grass and lime ... crash of pads . sweat . . . cheers . . . tears 
38 
.("wait until next year") 
39 
polished floors ... a round ball ripping nets ... 
40 
new york, madison square gardens ... 
two wins ... two losses ... success 
41 
a year is gone . . . its many faces . . . 
. / 
42 











JOSEPH S. SOTO, 
VICE PRESIDENT, 
BUSINESS AND FINANCE 
DR. J. STEWART ALLEN, 
VICE PRESIDENT, ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
49 
50 
DR. A. E. McCASKEY, 
DEAN, COLLEGE OF APPLIED SCIENCE, 
DR. JOHN F. BARTLETT, 
DEAN, COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
DR. ROBERT B. HA YES, 
DEAN, TEACHERS COLLEGE 
DR. JOHN R. WARREN, 
DEAN, GRADUATE SCHOOL 
51 
52 
LILLIAN H. BUSKIRK, 
ASSOCIATE DEAN OF STUDENTS 
JAMES R. VANDER LIND, 
ASSOCIATE DEAN OF STUDENTS 
DR. JOHN E. SHAY, JR. 
DEAN OF STUDENT AFFAIRS 
53 
54 
HAROLD W. APEL, 
LIBRARIAN 
LUTHER E. BLEDSOE, 
REGISTRAR 
PAUL H. COLLINS, 
DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS 
55 
56 
STEPHEN G. NAYMICK, 
ACTING PLACEMENT DIRECTOR 
JAMES A. MARTIN, 
DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION AND PUBLICATIONS 
HARRY M. SANDS, 
























































































































































































Thomas R sey 
D unyon 





















































































































































































James Patt erson 
Rita Pauley 
l~nda Pelphre 





















































































































































































































































Charles Roll ' Rod rns 
. ney Rawson 
A'.'rchael Rucker 
lrnda Rumb a ugh 
Donald Sandoval 
Susan Sarver 










































Patricia Welc er 
Wilkinson Lynne . . s 
Charles W1ll1am 
Mary Williams 
S sie Williams 
u Bill Wilson 
D niel Wilson 






































































































































































































































































• deMiranda Maria 
Shelia Moore 
Brenda Morgan 






























































































































































































Laidiey Hall, the oldest of 
Marshall's three women's 
dorms, was opened in 1937 
and named for John Laidley, 
a founder of the University. 
Laidley Hall, housing l°?O 
women, can boast of having 
the highest scholastic 
average of all dorms on 
campus. The girls of Laidley 
are successful, not only in 
their academic endeavors, but 
also their social activities. 
They sponsored and promoted a 
"Campus Beautiful" project 
as well as working with the 
Food Service Committee to 
improve cafeteria meals. 
Laidley Hall, despite its age 
and lack of more convenient 
facil ities, offers a warm, 
homelike atmosphere to its 




Prichard Hall, opened in 1955, 
originally housed 200 women, but is 
now serving a capacity 273 women. 
It was first known as Freshman 
Women's dorm, but was renamed in 
1962 to honor an outstanding teacher at 
Marshall, Lucy Prichard. Despite the 
cramped conditions caused by thr.ee 
g irls per room, co-eds exhibit cooperation 
with each other and a marked enthusiasm 







The newest residence hall 
on campus is West Hall 
which houses 373 women. 
It is a six-story building 
which has laundry facil ities 
and study lounges on each 
floor, as well as an inter-
com system in each room. 
West Hall residents have 
distinguished themselves by 
winning the Homecoming 
Sign Competition for three 
years in a row. 
A resident of West Hall 
might be a Miss Columbus, 
Miss U.S.A., Fulbright-
Hayes Scholarship candidate, 
a blind honor student or 
the average coed who makes 
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hodges hall 
Hodges Hall was built in 
1937 and named in honor 
of Thomas E. Hodges, a 
former president of the 
University. 
Despite the bursting water 
pipes, falling plaster 
and general inconven-
ience of facilities 
Hodges offers, the men 
are happy because of the 
warm, friendly atmosphere 
created by the residents. 
The athletes expressed 
their preference for life 
in Hodges when given the 
opportunity to move into 
South Hall. 
The residents of Hodge~ 
partipate in various' 
activities including the 
homecoming sign contest, 
two inter-dorm semiformal 





Prichard Hotel, located at Ninth Street and 
Sixth Avenue, houses 75 University men. The 
men occupy all the tenth floor and half of 
the 11th floor. They have two men in each 
room with a private bath for each room. 
The room rent at Prichard is the same as 
the rent at South Hall. One thing the men 
like is the fact that they do not have to 
buy a mealbook while they reside at the 
Prichard. Possibly the only disadvantage 
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Rowley Hall, located on Sixth Avenue, is a two-story, block 
building which houses 45 men . Rowley once served as a hospital 
but was converted into a men's dormitory th is year because of 
the need for space which was created by the clos ing of the 
south wing of Hodges Hall. Living and learning with others 
is an essential part of a college education . An experience 
in thoughtful and courteous living is poss ibly the only asset 
derived from life in Rowley Hall . Although the accommodations 
are less than to be desired, the men exhibit exemplary school 
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South Hall, the newest and lar-
gest men's dormitory on campus, 
is undergoing construction of 
four additional floors which 
will make it one of the tallest buildings 
on campus. Its housing capacity 
will be increased to 486. Some 
outstanding features to be found 
in South Hall upon completion 
of construction will be two 
sun decks, and a large glassed-in 
lounge and snack bar occupying 
the entire floor; an intercom 
system in each room; laundry 
facilities on each floor, and 
carpeting in the halls and rooms 





alpha chi omega 
NANCY GUTHRIE LINDA COPLEY JODY LESHO DONNA HATTON KAREN CREMEANS TANDY TULLY CHARLOTTE SIMS DIANA GRANT CYNTHIA KOSTUR MARGARET DOUGLAS 
PRISCILLA HOFMEIER JOANNE CHAPMAN BARBARA WILLEY DAWN BRIDGEMAN CATHERINE THOMAS SUSIE PAHL MARY JANE MORITIS LINDA BALLINGER ABIGAIL RAMSEY HELEN CLARK 
MAUREEN POWERS CANDEE MCHAFFIE MARIA GALLIAN LEIGH FERGUSON DONNA HANSON ANN MONTGOMERY BETTY SUE RAIGUEL MARY CARROLL NANCY KENNEDY KATHERINE BAUMGARNER 
PRISCILLA LORE KATHRYN SHIRES MARY FRANCES SWENEY MARILYN WOODDELL 
CAROL GRACE KAY CRAMER SUE PERRY ANN TULLY 
Reverberations of "Yea Jan" resounded through-
out the Alpha Chi Omega house on the eve of 
Homecoming '66 for the news that Jan Jenkins 
had been elected "Miss Marshall" had been 
released. 
The greatest thrill of the year came when 
it was announced that the new home for the 
sorority was ready for occupancy. They 
moved in the week before Thanksgiving. 
The Red Carnation Ball was the climax of 
the first semester in the new house. At 
this time, the 25 new pledges were honored 
and taken into the sorority 
SUSAN WEEKS GEORGANN LINSENMEYER JOYCE SHEWEY SANDRA WHITEHOUSE SUSAN DEMOREST PAM KOSTUR MARGARET WALDRON SUE HERNDON 
SANDEE WHEELER JAN PIERSON 
-CAROL GRIFFIN SUSAN DOUGLAS BRENDA BURK ANITA LAHR ANN SHEETZ NANCY DEMOREST JAN JENKINS ZARI TABATABAI 
LYNN PREECE ANN JOHNSTON JANE CLAY GWEN HATTEN ELLEN WALSH SUSAN HIBBERT ANN DE BUSSEY JONNI LOMBARDO PATRICIA JOHNSON GAIL SCHNEIDER 181 
alpha sigma alpha 
MARILYN MC KENY MARTHA MOORE JUDITH NELSON 
BEYERL Y SCHAFER MARIE ABNEY NANCY NEFF 
CLAUDIA MILLESON SHARYN WILLIAMSON SUE WEST MYRA IRBY KATHLEEN LITTON ROSANNE NORMAN DIANE HUFF 
182 MARGARET TERRELL PAULA CYRUS MARSHA VIVERT ANITA MAYNARD BRENDA HOWELL NICKI BARR SANDRA GARR ISON 
SUZIE JONES DIANNA MUTH 
DIANNA SHINN MARY DAUBENSPECK 
MARY KING JANE MEISEL 
KAY KINSTLER DEBORAH DUNN 
1967 marks the 40th anniversary of Rho_ Rho Chapter 
of Alpha Sigma Alpha on Marshall's campus. 
Alpha Sigs take an active interest in college life 
by participating in a variety of both on and off-campus. 
Alpha Sigs hold such offices as vice-president of 
Panhellenic Council , president of Pi Kappa art honorary, 
executive 'Secretary of the student government, 
president of the Association for Children Education, president 
of the Newman Club, ~tate president of the Daughters of 
the American Revolution and boast membership in Who's 
Who, Fagus, and the Big Green cheering squad. 
Alpha Sigma Alpha participates annually in a national 
philanthropic project, which is service to mentally retarded 
children. 
JENNIFE R PL UMLEY PORT IA MURPHY NANCY HICKMAN 
MARGARET MC GINLAY SHARON EASTWOOD KAY HARTZELL 
JANEt DAVIS 
PATRICIA CRANS 183 
DEBORAH ADKINS JANE MYLAR LINDA MARTIN CINDA MARKS JANE BAER SUZANNE STANLEY PATSY HARDMAN RUTH VAUGHAN DIANE POST EMMA KINCAID ROBERTA HENDERSON 
LORRAINE MAYNARD JANE FIELDS PATRICIA BRYAN REBECCA SANSOM MARY THEIS 
LINDA GRAY LINDA SMITH SUZANNE SIKORA DIANE YOUNG SANDRA LONGFELLOW 
BARBARA FARRELL LINDA EAKLE KATHY FORKER BARBARA MCCOY GALE KELSEY 
184 PENNY DEACON MARY BRICK SHARON BROOKS SUSAN SANDY GEORGANN HARTMAN 
LINDA PEPPER JANE WOODBURN JANET RIFE PATRICIA KIGER JUDY BRISCOE MARGARET LECKIE 
Alpha Xi Delta continued to maintain their 
high ideals of scholarship, leadership, and 
service during the school year, receiving 
the Panhellenic scholarship trophy. 
A successful rush season was topped by home-
coming when Alpha Xi's Cindy Marks and Penny 
Deacon rode the Queen's float, and the "Fuzzies" 
placed second in house decorations. 
With Alpha Xi's representing each class in senate, 
serving as Student Government Commissioners 
and committee members, and serving as presi-
dents and officers in various campus or-
ganizations, their leadership was recognized 
across campus. 
Open hovses to display the completely re-
decorated living rooms and new furnishings 
in the living quarters, as well as in-
formals and the annual sorority weekend high-
lighted the social activities of Alpha Xi. 
NORMA KERNS CYNTHIA STAATS SHERRY BAKER ALICE GORE CONNIE O'HARE DIANA BARNETT MARY HESSON JULIA WORRELL JlJDY FARLEY LYNNE MC COMAS 
FRAN MC EWEN JANE PRINCE BEVERLY MORLOCK SUSAN SHEPPE MARTHA WILD PENELOPE DRENNEN NANCY COLE DEBRA LITTLE THERESA OWNBY REBECCA FLETCHER 
SANDY ECKLEY MARTHA MC CUTCHEON LYNDA CLAY KATHRYN MARKS ELLENE ROSE KAREN DAMRON CAROL LEGG PEGGY BALLENGEE DIANE WAYBRIGHT NANCY BRANDSTETTER 
MARTHA HILL JUDITH CHAMBERS ANN QUARLES MARIANNA CHAMBERS alpha XI • delta 




JACK IE MOSS 
Treasurer 
KAREN FLOYD PENELOPE BROOKE PEGGY MILLER GALE CANTERBURY 




ROSA JONES LINDA SMITH TIGHE FRANTZ ANN RICHARDSON SHERYL WEDDEL L JOYLINE MORRISON MARY THOMPSON SUZANNE PATRICK KATHIE BURKE NAOMI MEAD TOMMIE TEMPLETON 
I,,,, 
VICKI PHILLIPS CYNTHIA GURNEY DEBORAH DELONG NANCY STEPHENS LAHOMA CHAMPE GAIL PONTIUS CAROL BOGGESS SHA RON EVANS PATRICIA OWEN SUZAN DUNKLE SANDRA ANDERSON 
PATTY MCLAUGHLIN JENNIE MOORE MELISSA NE LSON SANDRA SHEA JANE ROBERTS KAREN FREEMAN CAROLYN ADKINS NANCY HIRZ EL KAY ASBURY ROBERTA ASBURY DZ 
The lamp of Delta Zeta sorority sisters may be found in every area of 
campus life. In Who's Who, Fagus, Student Government, University theatre, 
honoraries, and intramurals, or as cheerleader, majorette, and Parthenon 
reporter, the high ideals of DZ womanhood can be seen in their wide 
variety of abilities and talents. 
Each year at the DZ winter formal an award is presented to the out-
standing "Delta Zeta Man of the Year". The fun-filled Spring Weekend 
includes a picnic and informal dance. 
/ \,/ 
{ 
LINDA HANDLOSER ANN HAGAN LINDA MORRIS CAROL ASBURY JANE HOOVER 
' 
l 
ROBERT TYGRETT BETTY KESSLER RICKI HENDERSON BARBARA PATRICK GLORIA FAULKES JEAN SETTERSTROM 
/I,-'' /\ ,/ 
LYNDA SHOEMAKER BARBARA ARNOLD KATHERINE KLEIN ANDRINA MC CAFF~EY ANGELA MILLER JULIA GREENWELL SUE CULBERTSON PATRICIA FRYE LUCY ERWIN MARY HAGAN JANET RATCLIFF 
'-•i 
MARTHA BOATMAN JANET SHOEMAKER JANE MILLER NANCY HARLOW MARY TAPIN DORINNE WALKER LE'ANN LETTE SAUNDRA HUMPHRIES JULIA HOLBROOK MARCIA BRADFORD BARBARA FORSYTHE 
187 
J. S. MOORE J. A. REED 
M. E. SLACK M. A. WADDELi 
188 
phi mu 
Phi Mu, the second oldest women's 
fraternity, was founded March 4, 
1852 at Wesleyan Female College, 
Macon, Georgia . Today Phi Mu has 
nearly 100 chapters located throughout 
the country at various colleges. The 
newest sorority on Marshall's campus, 
the Beta Phi Chapter of Phi Mu colo-
nized in March, 1966. It's present 
membership is 77. 
S. K. VOGEL C. A. SCHWEERS V. M. GLASGAW 
S. E. WRIGHT R. M. PAUL D. J. HICINBOTLEM 
D. R. ARTIS 
P. A. COBB 
C. V. HUGHES 
B. A. KESTER 
P. K. MAHONEY L. L. JENNINGS J. A. CLOER G. BARNETT 
B. L. CHAPMAN M. J. CAUDILL C. L. VERANO B. R. TAGLIENTE 
L. C. Ml LLER J. A. CHAPMAN M. D. GANIKON E. S. DEEM 
A. R. SAMPLE S. MADDOX P.A. MOLLY C. J. Kl RBY 
' l 
S. K. BAILEY L. L. SMITH D. R. INGMAN B. J. WHITE J. A. JONES 
B. A. AITKEN L. R. Ml LLER K. GRAY N. C. DARLING M. CHAMBERS 
~ " 
, 
R. A. GREEN J. R. YOUNG J. BRALEY M. J. MILLER S. S. SMITH 
.I. 
S. A. MOODY P. PAULEY J. E. SARKA P. A. MCCLURE D. R. MARTIN 
M. S. ADKINS L. E. HACKENSON M. E. KOUNSE P. K. CUMMINGS M. W. HUBBARD 
J. BARIBEAU A. S. DEEM D. D. HAMILTON P. L. SMITH S. A. KENDALL 
S. L. MEAD V. K. COOK L. A. HICKMAN L. J. DEFFET L. K. JENKIN S 
K. S. ADKINS N. L. SMITH L. L. Ml LLER D. MAYNOR M. E. AKERS 
N. E. SZLEMKO B. L. ALLEN S. L. BOCOCK M. FISCHER L. A. KLUEMPER 189 
' 
MARY JEAN TOMLINSON BARBARA HUNTLEY REBECCA CHAMPE JOAN MAC EL JEAN ANN MORGAN DIANNE SUNDSTROM CHERYL MORRISON JANIS NILSEN 
BUCKY STADLER BARBARA BERRY PAIGE ROGERS 
MELANIE MOORE DIANE KYLE ROSEMARY FLAHERTY LOU GLASGOW CHARLOTTE HOFFMAN LOUISE FRANCOIS VICKI HASELIP 
KAREN DOOLEY JENNY JOHNSON MARTHA GLASGOW JANE ALLEN 
NANCY SMITHSON JEANNE SMITH JENNIFER THOMPSON CAROLYN HA LE MARY WOOD MARY HESS KAREN LOFLAND TERRI DUNBAR DEBBIE MU'LLEN TENA FERRELL 
VICKI CARPER 
LINDA WHITE BONNIE HOWARD LOUISE BASTIANELLI BETTY WALLER PATRICl"A SPARKES VICKI ALLEN MARY MITCHEM LYN CAPODIFERRO DIANNA ANDREWS JOAN LEMMERMAN LYNDA SNODGRASS 
190 
PATRICIA CALLICOAT CATHY TURNER BECKY BASTIANELLI JUDITH Kl RTLEY 
JANET TURNBULL DORIS WRIGHT BARBARA JONES CHERYL RUNYON DIANA PETTY NANCY GLASER 
JO ELLEN MOU LTON KAREN WALKER CHRISTIE ARNETT LINDA PIETA JEANNE HATCHER RITA MCCULLOUGH 
JUD ITH TACKETT KATHY WILEY CHERYL HAWKINS EVA MARKUS BETSY GLASGOW MARY HARRISON 
MARY MC El WEE BARBARA GERCHOW SUSAN HICKMAN NANCY THORNTON BETSY YOUNG JOANNE KING 
sigma kappa 
As Sigma Kappa's motto so plainly 
states, the sisters live "one heart, 
one way," as can be seen through 
the sorority's achievements. 
When school started, Sigmas had many 
freshman guides and a host of campus 
leaders, including the president of 
Panhellenic council, a Student Court 
Justice, senators, and members elec-
ted to Who's Who. 
During the fall, Sigma Kappa won 
first place in house decorations 
for homecoming, and Karen Lofland 
was elected freshman attendant to 
Miss Marshall . 
Sigma Kappa's were represented as 
both var~ity and freshman cheer-
leaders, and one of the sisters 
was an ROTC sponsor. 
The sorority was a runner-up in Pike's 





sigma • • sigma sigma 
The sisters of Sigma Sigma Sigma make 
the best of their college years by 
taking active part in various campus 
organizations. 
This year Sigmas earned two seats in senate, 
three selections to Who's Who, and many members. 
have been invited to join honoraries. 
LINDA DORSEY AGNES FONTE 
SUZANNE BARNETT JARREN HOUSTON 
PEGGY WAMOCK CATHERINE CALL 
Two sisters received the honors of Pike's 
Peak Queen and Sweetheart of SAE. 
JAN SUTTLE SUSAN HEYWOOD JANE SWI GER 
CHERYL STALKER LYNDA WALTER BECKY MO LLOHAN 
BARBARA W ELL S PATTIE GINGER MARY ALIV ETO 
NANCY GANDEE SANDY SEB.E RT LOIS MAYNARD 
JACQUELINE SHUMATE MARILYN HARRAH LINDA HARDY 
LI NDA LYCAN KAREN MARTIN CLAUDIA GILLIAM 
MARY SEAMAN LINDA GLAZIER CAROLE WEILER 
CAROLYN NO ELL MELINDA SNOW JUDY BOL ASH 
CAROLINE MASSEY DIANE DIXON KATHRYN DILWORTH FRANCIE WILSON JACKIE BERNARD LINDA WARD PATRICIA CLIFFORD PHYLLIS MANNERS BETTY HOLMBOE PAiTI STEPHENS 
/,/ I I 




PEGGY FISHER SHARON JON ES CONNIE WORDEN BETSY BOOTH PE GGY MANCARI PENNY MOSSER DEBORAH POWELL JUNE HANDLEY PATRICIA VARNEY IRIS HUDSON 
Llt>IDA KNOTTS DIANA BOSTIC LUCILLE PHILLIPS MERLE WI LEY SHARON WORTHINGTON CAROLEE PRESTON VIRGINIA BOWMAN BRENDA KENNEDY SUSAN MCCLINTIC GAY HILL 
BEVERLY GWILLIAMS NANCY MULLER SUSAN MC VAY DEBRA HANSFORD ANNE NEEL ELLEN CURTIS CYNTHIA DAVIS SALL IE WILLIAMS SANDRA HASTINGS KATHRYN ROSS 
193 
194 
WILLIAM B. ROEBLJCK JR. ALFRED B. MCCLJSKEY CHARLES P. O'LEARY JOHN C. WIDEMAN JR. 
WILLIAM F. MATTHEWS K. DANIEL HALL ROBERT G. ASTORG ARTHUR C. CLARK 
On December 6, 1845, Alpha Sigma Phi was 
founded at Yale University. Today, 122 
years later, the brothers of Beta Delta 
Chapter continue to enjoy the fullest bene-
fits of belonging to Marshall's oldest national 
fraternity. 
The social calendar, which was one of the fullest 
on campus, was one to remember. It was 
highlighted by particularly outstanding 
functions as the "Bedtime Blast," "Barbarian 
Blast," "Beatnik Fiasco," and the annual 
"Talisman Rose Formal" and the "Black and 
White Formal", at which Mary Ann O'Connor 
was chosen as ideal girl. 
Also one of the highlights of the year for 
Beta Delta Chapter was Homecoming 1966. 
Their float, "The Cardinal's Last Stand," 
placed second in the float competition. 
CLOVIS D. KUHN DOUGLAS G. POWERS GARY J. RUMBERG RICHARD A. METZ 
GARY D. OCHSENBEIN WILLIAM A. O'CONNOR LAWRENCE D. DUCKWORTH CHARLES F. CLAIRVILLE 
JOHN R. THOMSON JAMES A. CARR ROGER F. PATTON OLLIE l. TREADWAY 
EVERETT D. MARTIN JONATHAN L. MASON EDWARD L. AVANT DAVID M. BATES 
NEAL A. FERGUSON RODNEY W. ROWAN DAVID F. JOHNSON JOHN J. DELCHECCOLO 
alpha sigma phi 
GARY R. WHITED THOMAS J. RUSSO STEVEN C. SMITH FRED l. TALLMAN RICHARD J. HODGES ROBERT C. Hill 
DORAN J. O ' CONNOR GEORGE W. DOWNEY LARRY C. MAXWELL WILLIAM E. LANGDON LARRY C. MCNEELY FULLER D. RICHARDSON ROBERT F. BIBLE THOMAS H. BARKER GARY E. FISHER 
DONALD W. THOMA GEORGE G. VICK JAMES R. LAPE DAVID A. CUTLIP ROBERT l. SMITH II JAMES G. TAYLOR THOMAS E. RYMER 11 LAWRENCE R. LEWIS THOMAS D. LIPTON 
195 
WI LLI AM T. LEITH 
HARO LD E. DAY 
196 
kappa alpha 
Kappa Alpha Order was born and nurtured 
in the South, but its 51 ,000 members 
are residents of all parts of the nation . 
It is built on ideas and ideals which 
are universal in worth and in merit, 
and its 90 active chapters 
extend from coast to coast. 
The biggest social event of Kappa Alpha 
each year is the annual Old South 
Weekend. For the entire three days, b.oth 
Union and Confederate soldiers can be 
seen over campus and around Huntington, 
with the weekend climax by the Old South 
Ball . 
JAMES C. NASH TOM l . DAVIS 
JOHN A. DRAWllAUGH WILLARD R, JENNINGS 
JAY E. DEANE DAVID l. BATCHELLER DOUGLAS F. STEWART DONALD C. WEED JR . JOSEPH E. BYNUM 
CHAR LES l. STRICK LE N JOHN l. SUTH ERLAND DON W. WHITE W ILLI AM l. KEL L JR. FRANK E. RUBY 
WI LLI AM E. ROW LYNN D. OURS R. MICHAEL JOHNSON 
JAMES F. KIRTLEY ROBERT F. COSMA I TERRY K. MURRELL 
BREHON l. SCHULLER ROBERT E. YEAGER DAVID C. DIXON 
LARRY F. LEVAK GENE A. HAMMAR KEL SEY W. Hil l 
JAMES E. SHIELDS DONALD H. STALLINGS DAVIDS. FERRELL MICHAEL E. CHAN DLER RONNY R. DONLEY LOUIE OLIVE RICHARD D. COOPER LARRY J. UNROE RICHARD K. DESMOND 
STEPHEN J. MILLER RICHARD W. DOUTHITT JOHN R. HODGES JOHN W. PROTZMAN SCOTT R. SMITH CARL D. GARCIA WILLIAM M. HOUCHINS CARL E. WRIGHT JOHN M. LAWSON 
EDWARD H. SEILER F. EUGENE LAWSON C. ANDREW ADRIAN JAMES L. CABELL JOSEPH L. SOTO THOMAS E. MC CLURE MICHAEL W. CORDER JOHN D. PETTIGREW FRED R. RUNYAN 



















EDWARD A. ROG WILLIAM YOUNG MARK F. HOWELLS EDWARD J. LODGE ROBERT E. TOPPER 
lambda chi alpha 
RICHARD B. MILLS CHRISTOPHER WATSON LOWELL E. ADKINS MICHAEL L. YOUNG RICHARD R. MESSER 
DAVID E. TRUSCOTT DUANE K. MC CALLISTER JOHN G. BUFFINGTON KENT BOYD DONG. WHITE JERALD A. BOYER WILLIAM L. EVANS 
CARL J. NELSON THERON H. MORGAN JOSEP.H WUERSCH LYNN W. DODD EDWARD l. GOOD DANNY l. GOEBEL DAVID M. HOH 
' \ 
WILLIAM PATTON JR. HARVEY R. CHAPMAN WILLIAM D. HASLEY ANNA T. FRICKE GEORGES. SHAHEEN RICHARD P. RENNON JAMES D. MAHONEY DONALD M. MC NEAL DONALD D. SANDOVAL CHARLES l. WAGNER 
200 GREGORY A. MCCRACKEN STEPHEN D. MORR I LL WA LKER F. PAULEY JAMES G. HOLLOCK THOMAS H. DAVIE MICHAEL AIDE TERRILL L. GARDNER GARY S. JOHNSON MIKE R. HIGH ANTHONY TRONCONE 
LARRY W. HICKIK MICHAEL A. PARSONS WOODROW A. HUNTER GEORGE l. JOSEPH EDWARD BUGOSH RICK L. ROE 
ANDREW G. HORNYAK DAVIS A. HUDSON FREDERICK D. FENTON MARK F. TROWBR IDGE THOMAS E. RIDER DALE M. DANDY 
GEORGE D. Ml LLER ROBERT K. LOPP JAMES L. DRAKE CY HOLBROOK WILLIAM YOUNG JR. DAVID M. DAVIS 
RONALD l. MARTIN JAMES C. WADE DAVID B. FROST HAROLD F. JOHNSON ROBERT E. LEE KY LE l. NYE 
Lambda Chi Alpha is the fourth lar-
gest fraternity in the United States 
with over 94,000 members and 157 chap-
ters! Marshall's chapter was chartered 
in 1946 by the national fraternity as 
an outgrowth of Lambda Chi local frater-
nity. Since its in itiation, Lambda Chi 
Alpha has grown to be one of the largest 
Greek organizations on campus with 70 
active members. 
Diversity is the keynote of Lambda Chi 
membership. You will find brothers from 
all areas of the United States, even 
from as far west as Washington State. 
Fifty-one per cent of the active members 
are from out. of state making the frater-
nity perfectly equalized. 
Equally diversified is their everyday 
life on campus. Stressing scholarship, 
social activity, and fraternal brother-
hood, the brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha 
lead a well rounded college life. 
EDWARD ROBINSON LEE W . CALL ROBERT C. DOWNIE DENNIS W. SCHMICK MICHAEL R. DAVIS CLAUDE W. DOAK JR. JAMES HIGGINBOTHAM JEFFREY G. BILLIE 




Rodney W. Barker 
John Eddie Beard 
James F. Boggess 
Chuck Conrad 
Harry E. Danford 
Robert S. Davie 
William C. Hagy 
Kenneth Harper 
John E. Humphreys 
Frank Johnson 
James R. Leonard 




Terry T. Rowe 
Jennings M. Rowe 
Frederick A. Walker 
Daniel E. Wilson 
Glen R. Yeager 

PETE PERDUE JIM ODUM EDDI E EVANS 
pi kappa alpha 
RICK KEAGY TRUMAN CHAFIN MICKEY BROWN 
JIM MANDEVILLE JOHN LAND JIM MAERKER DON RAY JOHN MOREN TOM MCLAUGHLIN JAKE ROWE 
204 TOM ELLIS BOB THORNE BOB DILLARD ED MAI ER PHIL DE IBLER DOKE NAZAR DAVE SEVERNS 
ROBY DAVIS GENE GATRELL EUGENE LOONEY 
FRED HAMMERS DENNIS BRADLEY JIM HOLLAND 
LARRY FARLEY TOM KEATON DOC RICHMOND 
TIM WALKER ROBERT WALLS BEN HALE 
Pi Kappa Alpha is growing with MU. During 
1966-67 they initiated over 50 pledges 
to make their brotherhood one of the 
largest on campus. 
A fraternity noted for its spirit and 
enthusiastic brotherhood, Pi Kappa 
Alpha made a "clean sweep" in Greek 
Week. This v.ear they built the Queen's 
float on which their "dream girl", Jan 
Jenkins, rode as Miss Marshall. 
The highl ight of th.e year came when the 
national pre·sident burned the mortgage 
on the old fraternity house and guaran-
teed that the PIKE's would be "very well" 
housed at Marshall Un iversity." 
WAYNE BENNETT CHUCK JERROME ED GEE 
LENNY MULLEN LARRY MYLAR RUSS COOK 
GEORGE RUSSELL 
MIKE SLAGEL ED ASHCRAFT 
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sigma alpha epsilon 
The brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon, in the 1966-67 
school year, 
made many advancements to further the prestige 
it has on the Marshall campus. 
The scholarship trophy stands in the chapter house for the 
21st time in the last 27 semesters, pointing out the 
fact that West Virginia Alpha chapter puts 
education above all other facets. 
The chapter's social functions, the plush 
Founder's Day banquet and dance to the care-
free beach party, are among the most popular 
on campus. The main ingredient that makes SAE 
the first class fraternity at Marshall, is bro-
therhood, a trademark of the fraternity since its 
founding 111 years ago. 
FREDERICK JADICK WI LLIAM J. SEIBER ROBERT P. TERRELL 
JOSEPH B. FEAGANES CHARLES M. KROLIDES STEPHEN H. DARE 
FRANKLIN M. SANTMYER JOHN B. BASKETT EUGENE M. ELLIOTT JR . G:HARLES M. HATCHER 11 
MICHAEL B. CHAMBERS J. MICHAEL MAYNARD ROBERT L. VIA JAMES S. HOVEY THOMAS E·. JOHNSON KARL R. GILLETTE TOM T. BAKER GEORGE A. MILLS JEROME O'DONOVAN MAXWE LL B. SNEDEGAR 
THOMAS T. CHADWICK DAVID C. GIFFEN EDWARD E. ROSE DONALD C. COTTRILL DAVID G. GREATHOUSE WILLIAM L. DIAS JR. RICHARD V. AIELLO JAMES W. DANIELS LAWRENCE E. BRUCE JR. RICHARD L. MUNDY 
EDGAR C. BERDINE JOHN F. SUTER LAWRENCE A. MAGARIELLO LEONARD H. SAMWORTH JR. BRYAN A. HOBBS THOMAS E. HARRIS HARRY E. BUDDEN JR. PATRICK J. COWLES FRED L. LESTER JR. LYLE B. MC GINN IS 
THOMAS J. FINLIN ROBERT S. NECESSARY RONALD J. HARCHARIC EDWARD H. BEVER GEORGE B. SIMON JOE E. DAWSON PETE LOWE PAT B. HARRIS JOHN K. VOGEL JAMES R. WOOTON 
MICHAEL D. WILLIAMS RICHARD W. WARDEN STEPHEN H. WINNELL ROBERT W. WADE EDGAR W. MILLER RICHARD D. CULICERTO KEITH E. COTTRELL RODNEY JACKSON JAMES R. HAMILTON JONATHAN S. HOLTZWORTH 
PRYCE M. HAYNES BARRY l. TAYLOR J. MARC CHITTUM WILLIAM J. SIMPSON JAMES E. EBLIN BRIAN K. THORNILEY CLAY W. FULKNIER DAVID A. SHIELDS RICHARD D. COWGILL THOMAS H. MC DONALD 
JOSEPH H. SEIVER F. JAMES REYMOND RICHARD l. POWERS PATRICK G. ROWE JOHN G. WALLACE P. STEPHEN RUSS CAREY E. FOY CHARLES S. BAILEY WILLIAM R. MOONEY TERRY l. KOON 
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• sigma phi epsilon D. E. LIFE R. Q . SMITH J. R. BROWN J. C. ANDERSON 111 D. P. LEAP W. E. YORK 
B. L. STARCHER E. G. MICHAEL R. W. JACKSON G. W. REA J, M. TONEY D. S. WARNER J. R. HATFIELD 
C. M. KINCAID C. R. YONKERS L. R. SAMMONS G. D. CROSSON N. J. MCGRATH J. M. DE MARCO D. E. BAISDEN D. R. MIDKIFF M. J. HOYLMAN II A. J. WEST R. A. PANCAKE 
Aal 




L. S. FOSTER C. R. BEATTY S. L. BLAINE P. W. PARSONS J. R. WOODY F. 0. PETTIT C. D. CLAY J.M. HALE J. E. STILES J.E . WILCOX G. E. COPELAND 
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J. E. MAC QUEEN E. L. COMER 
T. E. MC CAY A. V. WRIGHT 
T. F. WILKINSON L. D. SOULSBY JR . 
D. M. PARR R. L. CONE 
J. M. MALLETT G. R. HUMMEL 
S. M. BERGIN 
G. D. WILLEY 
R. S. MILAM 
W. R. JONES 
J. M. COLAMECO G. TERRY 
M. R. MORGAN K. L. SIMPSON 
A fine Homecoming float centered around the 
Hatfield-McCoy feud was the beginning of a suc-
cessful year for the Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsi-
lon . 
Areas of more outstanding achievement by the Sig 
Eps include: a new school high in the number of 
points scored for intramural sports; the second 
highest fraternal grade average for the fall 
semester; a second place finish in the Greek 
Week Games; and a fine rendition of "There is 
Nothing Like A Dame" which won for the red 
bellies a second place in Mother's Day Sing. 
Once again the house with the red door served 
As a home away from home for the Sig Eps. 
J. E. KESSLER JR . E. T. HOSK INS JR.. M. F. DESKINS S. C. MAYS H. T. WILEY R. H. JOHNSON 
D. L. SINGLETON I. L. BRIDGEWATER 111 M. R. KIGER W. B. BRIGHT II K. B. MARTIN J. H. JORDAN 
D. J. BLANKENSHIP D. E. ROCKHOLD G. A. WILSON K. L. BLANKENSHIP H. K. HORNISH L. C. WOLVERTON C. l. SCHULER JR . 
D. H. WALKER D. A. NAGY 
M. A. KRAMER W. D. PFEIL 
A. S. SOCHA C. G. CREMEANS 
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tau kappa epsilon JOE A. LORDEON ROY S. SLACK JAMES R. OWEN JR. 
MAX R. STU'll JR. HOWARD L. SCHEIDECGER JACK GORDON 
RONALD D. BEATTY KEITH l. SKIDMORE TERRY R. CHAPMAN WILLIAM l. BLEVINS STE PH EN G. DEAN HARRY F. WI ENER JOHN L. PRUETT PH ILLIP M. COOK 
210 DAVID H. SLAUGHTER JOHN F. SHERMAN MIKE G. LIPSCOMB JOHN E. DORSEY RONALD C. GATEWOOD ROBERT R. BROWNING STEPHEN D. HENSLEY HENRY l. JACK 
DOUGLAS R. HARDMAN WILLIAM R. CURREY ROGER J. MC CASKEY Pledge Trciner Historian 
Beta Nu chapter of 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
Fraternity is striving 
to be a credit to its 
alma mater. Besides 
having fraters on the 
track team and baseball 
team, they have members 
in Robe, the men's honor 
EARL T. JACKSON JOSEPH B. O'TOOLE 111 PETER C. BESELER 111 STEVE R. DICKEY RICHARD E. RIGNEY fraternity, officers on Sgt.-at-Arms Chapla in 
the IFC, and members on 
the Scabbard and Blade, 
honor military frater-
nity. 
Their social activities 
have been better this 
year than ever before. 
Their "Stoneage Stumble" 
DAN T. HARTLEY KYLE K. FOSSUM KEITH D. SMITH DANNY R. HYRE GEORGE R. BOESCH was a complete success 
as was their "Playboy" 
Party. 
MICHAELS. TATUM THOMAS R. ALLEY THOMAS L. BELVILLE HARRY E. SLACK 111 DAVID P. CLEEK 
E. HENRY BROH LARRY L. MORGAN IVERSON N. SHAVER JAMES T. ROMANEK WILLIAM E. WHITROCK CHARLES D. PATTON HAROLD L. BENNETT WILLIAM EDWARDS ROBERT H. WILKINS WALLACE B. BRU&ECK KIMBALL L. MORRISON 
PHILIP V. ZHOOKOFF DAVID E. DYKE JAMES P. SUl.'MERS LARRY P. MOYERS JOE L. GEORGE JOHN W. WEST THOMAS M. STEPBAR DAVID L. LILLY LARRY A. CASERTA RICHARD L. CURRY RILEY C. BROTHERS 
MICHAEL D. CAREY JAMES D. WARD WILLIAM H. DREGER DAVID R. CALVERT JIM D. DE FOE EDWARD L. HIBNER HAROLD R. BIAS JOHN A. BOOTH RICHARD L. LANDAU JON R. BRYANT THOMAS E. WILSON 
ANTHONY E. MARCHAN I LARRY PENNINGTON JOHN T. COLSTON JACK C. KESSICK WILLIAM G. NEMETH MICHAEL E. FERGUSON STANLEY T. WONN ANTHONY C. BROH ROBERT F. SALSITZ RICHARD D. ABEL PAUL E. ARTHUR 
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BRUCE D. WALLACE PAUL F. HARRIS JAMES Kl RKBRIDE WARREN ROSE JAMES E. WAGGONER JONATHAN K. SKEAN 
GERALD L. STEWART HENRY K. MAYS BOB GREGG DAVID W. MOEHLING DENNIS M. CALDWELL LARRY C. ROLLINS 
zeta beta tau 
Gamma Epsilon Chapter of Zeta Beta Tau 
Fraternity, having moved into the new 
fraternity house, has completed a banner 
year in 1966-67. 
The year began w ith their first place Home-
ooming float-"John Marshall Condemned the 
Cardinals.'' But this was only one of many 
social events which makes up a year w ith 
the Zebes. The Brotherhood once again en-
joyed the "Robin Hood Dance," the "Psycha-
delic Trip," "Winter Wonderland," and the 
"Champagne Weekend," plus many exchanges, 
informals, and TGIF's with sororities on 
campus. 
DALE A. BRENNING JAMES E. BOGGS FREDERICK L. MACKLER WILLIAM E. ADKINS DAVID A. SHELTON WOODROW D. BRYAN VIRGI L WATSON GEORGE 0 . FRALEY RICHA.RD DUNFEE JACK E. NICHOLS HAROLD K. SPEARS 
WILLIAM DEMMLER DONALD F. CIRIACO LARRY W. BUTLER MATTHEW C. PANTALEO RICHARD MURPHY JOHN E. PAULEY JE.FFREY S. BOOTH JOHN F. FACINOLI JEFFERY G . GATEMAN RANDY E. HENDERSON RONNIE L. VIPPERMAN 
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by the Huntington 
Smart Shop and 







Alpha Delta was started in 
1965 for the purpose of Popu-
larizing advertising on 
MU's campus. In the past AD 
has had one service project 
per semester. Alpha Delta's 
most important accomplishment 
has been with the Creative 
Achievements Awards sponsored 
by the parent organization, 
the Ad Club of Huntington. 
In the fall, the group con-
ducted a campus survey in con-
junction with Mademoiselle 
Magazine. This also served 
as a membership drive for the 
year. 
AD-T. Keller, T. Johnson, K. McDonald, J. Rogers, R. Ormsby 
alpha kappa psi 
ALPHA KAPPA PSI-Row 1: B. Black, K. Hill, J. Colameco, J. Sevy, L. 
Costanzo, T. Crabtree, J. Sullivan, M. Rooney, D. Clark. ROW 2: M. 
Clay, C. Robinson, L. Hamblin, R. Ormsby, L. Cal l. Row 3: C. Doak, 
D. Easter, C. Hague, I. DeVaughn 
In May of 1965, Beta Alpha Mu on 
Marshall's campus was chartered 
by Alpha Kappa Psi, a national 
business fratern ity. Throughout 
the past year, A K Psi has helped 
its members in the study of busi-
ness and economics. 
Some other accompl ishments have 
been a student spending survey, 
which students at Marshall and 
merchants in the downtown area 
have used to determine what the 
average college student spends. 
Also weekly meetings have been 
supplemented w ith lectures g iven 
by several noted sales marketing 
executives. Alpha Kappa Psi 
placed th ird in the Emory Uni-
versity Intercollegiate Manage-
ment Contest and Conference. 
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alpha lambda delta 
Alpha Lambda Delta is a national scholastic 
honorary for freshmen women. Its purpose is to promote 
scholarship, leadership, and integrity among the women 
of American colleges and universities. The requirement 
for membership is a grade average of 3 .5 or better during 
the first semester of first two semesters of college. 
A tea is g iven for first semester freshmen women admitted 
on honors and a "Smarty Pa rty" is held for the new mem-
bers in the spring. Graduating members are honored at 
an awards assembly. In May. The girls also offered a 
tutoring service for "needy" students. 
ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA-Row 1: D. Waybright, N. Brandstetter, 
J. Sarka, C. Mellott. Row 2: S. Burger, K. Adkins, A. Hagan, 
L. Morris, E. Fraley, L. Shieve, B. Bickel, N. Scarbrough, B. 
Wilson, D. Artis 
alpha sigma eta alpha 
ALPHA SIGMA ETA ALPHA-Row 1: S. Remke, S. Baker, E. 
S. Kincaid, K. Cramer. Row 2: S. Pelfrey, A. Lahr, R. 
D'Alfonso, D. Smith, F. Willison, B. Morgan, P. Chafin, 
R. Garrett, P. Lynch, R. S. Johnson 
Alpha Sigma Eta Alpha is an 
organization composed of 
juniors and seniors who are 
majoring in speech correction. 
Its purpose is to further 
interest in the profession 
of speech and hearing, to 
gain knowledge of these fields, 
and to further the 
education of the public with 
regard to the need of 
qualified personnel in these 
areas. 
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alpha psi omega 
ALPHA PSI OMEGA-C. Page, B. Stinnett, B. York, 
J. Willey, P. Cox, B. Hayslip, B. Sharp, J. Shields, M. 
Fesenmeier, S. Harmon 
Alpha Psi Omega, a national dramatic honorary, has 
as its members those students who have participated 
and excelled in some phase of drama in the Uni-
versity Theatre. The distinction of membership 
in an honor fraternity signifies that one possesses 
special talent and ability. 
No fraternity has a better right to bear Greek 
letters than a dramatic fraternity, for it was in 
Ancient Greece that the drama became a definite 
part of the art and culture of the civilized 
world. 
chi beta phi 
CHI BETA PHI-Row 1: B. Campbell, D. Sullivan, D. Adkins, J . Setter-
stram, R. Arnold. Row 2: R. Chase, B. Hobbs, H. Taylor, P. Tully, R. 
Cunningham, C. Stewart, N. Kiefer, S. Jarrell, B. Campbell, J . Howser, 
J . Shoemaker 
Chi Beta Phi is a national 
honorary scientific fraternity 
whose stated object is to pro-
mote interest in science and 
to give recognition to schol-
arly attainment in science. 
Kappa Chapter at Marshall was 
installed in 1925, the fourth 
chapter to be formed. 
The group's activities have 
included guest lecturers, 
science films, and a field 
trip. Pledges must present a 
scientific paper prior to 
initiation and an award is 
presented for the best paper. 
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classical association 
CLASSICAL ASSOCIATION-M. Allred, C. Vaughn, J. McBrisle, D. Towne, 
G. Sullivan, R. Greaser 
The Classical Association is the oldest organi-
zation on campus. It was a social organization 
for students interested in classical languages, 
literature and the Graeco-Roman culture. 
Each year the group concentrates on a particular 
topic for discussion. This year's subject was 
mythology. 
In addition to study groups, there are various 
social meetings including an annual picnic. 
Delta Omicron, founded in 
1909 at the Cincinnati 
Conservatory of Music by 
students and for students, 
is an international music 
fraternity with collegiate 
and alumnae chapters 
established in the United 
States and the Orient. 
The women of Delta Omicron 
organize their activities 
specifically to promote 
professional competency 
and achievement within the 
music field. 
Delta Omicron has also 
proved to be an outstand-
ing service group, dedi- . 
cated to the Ideals of 
service and cooperation. 
DELTA OMICRON-Row 1: P. Buffington, C. Simons, M. Abney, M. 
Fike, B. Sayre. Row 2: N. L. Kerns, N. Brandstetter, A. Napier, P. 
Cobb, M. Wellman, S. Gallatin, J. Risor, P. Sommerville 




FAGUS-N. Hickman, B. Theis, J. Woodburn, N. Glaser, M. L. Hagan, 
J . Moss, R. McCulloch 
Membership in Fag us, Senior 
Women's Honorary, is the 
highest honor that can be 
bestowed upon a Marshall 
woman. Comparable to Mor-
tar Board on many other cam-
puses, Fagus seeks to rec-
ognize outstanding character, 
scholarship, leadership, 
and service to the Uni-
versity. In the spring of 
each year, e ight to twelve 
junior women, who have 
exemplified these traits 
are tapped for membership 
in Fagus. 
Women, so honored, wear the 
silver beech leaf which is 
emblematic of the beech 
tree. The old beech tree 
near Old Main, which has 
become a part of the Fagus 
tradition, is the basis 
for the pin and the 
tradition. 
4-h club 
The aims of the Marshall 4-H Club are 
four-fold: to administer various 
community service projects; and to 
cooperate fully with local and state 
4-H agencies. 
Some recent community service projects 
include: the "adoption" of a Cabell 
County family which was provided with 
food and other necessities; the 
donation of toys and candy to 
underprivileged children; assist-
ance at various local clubs; and the 
sponsoring of the highly successful 
"Bowl Down Cancer Drive''. 
4-H CLUB-Row 1: J. Parsons, B. Mercer, S. Weels, Row 2: 
J. Reed, R. Lewis, B. Duffy, J. Simms, M. Fike, N. Buckanan. 
Row 3: D. Edwards, A. Wamack, M. Josephs, M. Williams, L. 
Triplet, K. Price 229 
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fourth estate 
The Fourth Estate is a journalistic society 
for women journalism majors. Acceptance 
into the organization is based upon schol-
astic achievements and publication of articles 
in the Parthenon and/ or other newspapers. 
Among the activities of the Fourth Estate are 
an annual Christmas party for the Journalism 
Department, a fall workshop for area high school 
journalism majors and their instructors, and 





FOURTH ESTATE-P. Arrowood, S. Moore, Ei. laing, T. 
Gothard, S. Samuels, S. Allen, V. Phillips, R. Flaherty, D. 
Knoll, F. Chirico, J. King, B. Thomas, S. Thompson, K. Six 
french club 
Le Cercle Francais is open to all 
stude nts interested in France and 
the French civilization. Monthly 
meetings consist of native speakers, 
music, slides and movies. The 
highlights of the year occur during 
the Christmas program and the May 
picnic. 
FRENCH CLUB-L. Wagner, 




Art majors with at least a 3.0 average may be 
admitted to Kappa Pi. This organization gives 
art majors a chance to meet and share ideas and 
experiences with other artists. 
Group activities have included : a buffet dinner, 
film , various workshops, the annual Spring Art 
Show and a tr ip to New York and Washington to 
visit several museums. 
KAPPA Pl-Row 1: B. Qualls, M. Dlugos, S. Bentley, C. Buf-
falino, M. Runyon, Row 2: G. Richardson, T. Riddell, P. Roland, 
B. Goodman, C. Hall 
kappa • phi omicron 
KAPPA OMICRON PHl-J. Ankrum, E. Ball, K. Rexrode, L. Pelphrey, 
B. Aitken, M. Foster, J. Briscoe, B. J. Sullivan 
The Epsilon Chapter of 
the national professional 
home economics fraternity 
boasts 18 new members during 
the year, and the Founder's 
Day Banquet. Chartered in 
1926, the chapter aims to 
further the best interests 
of home economics at Marshall. 
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lambda tau delta 
Since medical technology is 
still a relatively new field, 
Lambda Tau Alpha was organized 
to bring medical technology 
majors together for discussion . 
Seniors in this field often 
act as advisors to newer stu-
dents, to help with their 
orientation in the ir chosen 
f ield of endeavor. 
mu marching band 
majorettes 
MAJORETTES-S. Brooks, K. Sorensen, G. Pritchard, P. Alli-





Marshall's chapter of the Catholic Newman Club is 
very active throughout the year. Interesting meet-
ings, breakfasts, picnics, service projects, and 
participation in campus activities form part of 
the Newman Club program. Also there are Ecumenical 
Retreats, regional conventions, sponsoring the 
High School Catholic Basketball Tournament and 
entertaining visiting clubs. The biggest event of 
the 1966-67 school year was becoming a permanent 
resident of the Campus Christian Center. 
NEWMAN CLUB-R. Seaman, D. Muth, N. Souan, C. lmperi, R. 
Fe rris, R. Greaser, M. Kaib, L. Lape lle, S. Brunette, D. Lentz 
odk 
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The MU ODK circle was formed on 
May 23, 1947, and has been a very 
active organization, constructing 
such campus facilities as the ODK 
Circle near the Student Union, and 
ODK Victory Bell, this 
year's 11-member pledge class 
constructed a large ODK emblem 
which was used at the annual ODK 
Awards Assembly at the close of 
Mother's Day Sing. ODK sponsors 
this event every year as a serv-
ice project. 
ODK-T. Broh, D. frost, L. Lewis, Dr. Stewart, K. 
Cohen, D. Cottrill, L. Adkins, B. Hale, L. Bruce 
S1AFF-G. lewis, B. Davie, T. Bucey, P. Arrowood, 





pi delta phi 
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Pi Delta Phi, national French 
honorary, had a very success-
ful year. Two initiations 
were held with sixteen new 
members were received in the 
spring. 
Pl DELTA PHI-Row I : C. Wise, C. Bowen, M. 
Woodell, L. Deffet, P. Fry, Mrs. Liptzit, M. John-
son, E. Beale, C. Hill, V. Hager, D. Waldran, D. 
Towne, E. Garlen, K. Knots. Row 2: J. Rife, 
B. Horton, A. Hagan, S. Hibbert, J. Hoskins, C. 
Gunnoe, E. Fraley 
• • omega p1 
Pi Omega Pi is the 
national honorary society 
in Business Education . 
The society is primarily 
for undergraduates. On 
the national level, its 
purpose is to establish 
and direct chapters of 
Pi Omega Pi in colleges 
and universities engaged 
in business tea,cher 
education. 
Pl OMEGA Pl-Row 1: J. Bernard, S. 
Schneider, B. Everett, C. Noell, I. 
Evans, S. Anderson, C. Harrison. Row 
2: J. Spotte, P. Carey, B. Arnold, D. 









pi sigma alpha 
Pi Sigma Alpha, national 
political science honorary, 
has one of its oldest chapters 
on the Marshall campus. To 
qualify for membership, one 
must have a 3.0 in political 
science and a 2.8 overall. 
Group activities include dis-
cussions about the relevant 
issues of the day, occassional 
guest speakers, and a number 
of awards given annually 
young republicans 
The Marshall Republicans in the past year has devel-
oped into one of the stronger political organi-
zations on campus. Campaigning dil igently for John 
Callebs, candidate for Secretary of State, the club 
provided a practical education for its members. 
Serving Marshall University, the club formed a 
lobby group which organized letter writing 
campaigns and visitation to Republican members of 
the state legislature. Augmenting its politica l 
activities, the club serves as a social center 
providing d inners, parties and dances for its 
members. 
YOUNG REPUBLICANS-Row 1: M. Hill, T. Davie, C. Me rs. Row 2: L. 
Sonis, L. Call, W. Evans, M. Edwards, J. Bealey, H. Bruner, C. lmperi, 
M. Sshley, T. Rider, R. Kemp, R. Courts. 
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The primary purpose of the Reserve Officers' 
Training Corps curriculum is to produce junior 
officers and leaders who by their education, 
training and inherent qualities are suitable 
for continued development as officers in the 
United States Army. The Marshall University 
ROTC Cadet Corps is organized into a Battalion 
based on the US Army's ROAD concept. Thus MU 
has a Cadet Battalion, a Headquarters Company, 
five Rifle Companies, a Drum and Bugle Corps, 
Counterinsurgency Platoon, Color Guard, 
Pershing Rifles, Rifle Team and men's choir. 
STAFF-Row 1: Col. H. Bowden, Major B. Mclean, Capt. fl. 
Vosbein, Capt. C. Jarvis, Capt. J. Carroll. Row 2: M. Sgt. R. 
Giles, Spec. 5 T. Henderson, S. Sgt. C. Gillman. 
PMS-Col. Henry C. Bowden, Jr. 
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CADET STAFF-Row 1: J. Wideman, B. Boesch, Row 2: 
R. Dillon, R. Withers, F. Dandois, C. Swanson, Row 3: 
G. Miller, R. Bowers, G. Nixon , J. Forrest 
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scabbard & blade 
SCABBARD & BLADE-Row I : C. Cassell, G. Boesch, 
P. McClure, S. Smith, C. Shaff, Row 2: W. Dreger, 
V. Ferrari, J. Johnson, J. Madison, W. Elkins, G. 
Miller, J. Toney, D. Hall, Row 3: R. Robb, G. Rum-
berg, R. Barker, J . Colston, K. Skidmore, R. Stanley, 
J. Forrest, H. Jones, Row 4: P. Upton, R. Ardisson, 
M. Farrell, J. Shields, D. Stewart, B. Starcher, J. De-





SPONSORS-Row 1: D. Bostic, B. Adkins, S. 
Ferrell, C. Marks, S. Humphries, K. Sorensen, Row 
2: P. McClure, B. Moore, C. Pritt, C. Kerby, J. 
Smith 
RIFLE TEAM-Row 1: F. Dandois, M. McCormick, D. lemons, D. 
Dick, K. Wellman, J. Harler, R. Cordon, A. Abraham, G. McVey, 








COUNTERGUERRILLAS-Row 1: A. Abraham, C. McClanahan, C. Pritt, R. Barker, G. Rumberg, W. Owen, G. 
Nixon, Row 2: J. Warfuel, J. Miller, R. Kerr, J. McClanahan, M. Black, K. Butcher, R. Bible, R. Condon, 
H. Danford, Row 3: J . McMillen, C. Lemley, G. McVey, R. Drummond, G. Gilbert, D. Carney, J. 
Boyd, L. Conner, G. Snyder, Row 4: D. Sellers, A. Kusma, G. Lahn, D. Price, K. Owen, D. Shulis, 
J. Plummer, T. Murdock, F. Walker, Row 5: R. Kimball, J. Leonard, L. Ireland, J. Hall, D. Smith, A. 
Ladd, J. Lynch, J. Greaser 
' cg s 
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pershing rifles 
PERSHING RIFLES-Row 1: G. Bradford, S. Smith, J. Smith, C. Kirby, R. Hanson, R. Barrows, R. Stanley, 
J. Forrest, C. Colby, Row 2: J. Simms, J. Stephens, D. Fox, L. McCown, S. Glaser, G. Belcher, G. Wells, 
A. Harris, Row 3: A. Mann, J. Shellcroft, L. Carter, W. Kell, H. Bruner, J. Facello, F. Pierce, F. Wheeler, 
Row 4: K. Peavt, D. Trammell, C. Rose, J. Baldwin, J. Cardon·a, R. Douthat, T. Short 

sigma tau delta 
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Sigma Tau Delta is the national 
English honorary. The purpose 
of this society is to foster 
on our campus the mastery of 
effective written expression 
and the encouragement of worth-
while reading. 
The Highlights of this past Year's 
activities include a presentation 
of Twelfth Night, a program de-
picting the English customs for 
the Christmas season and the 
annual initiation banquet 
held in May. 
SIGMA TAU DELTA-M. Phelps, L. Bruce, M. Kaib, S. Allen, L. Jones, 
N. Glaser· 
• 
amer1can institute of physics 
STUDENT SECTION-Row 1: B. Johnson, C. Miller, Row 2: 
S. Huchinson, R. Honaker, Dr. Martin, Mr. Hanna, Dr. Parnell, W. 
Huss, J. McDowell 
The purpose of the MU Student Section of 
the American Institute of Physics is to 
stimulate an interest in physics and aid the 
diffusion of its findings . 
The club is now in its second year of a 
holography project sponsor~d by the Bendix 
Corp. This project gives th~ undergraduate 
an introduction to the type of research 
conditions he will meet in graduate scho"ol . 
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student senate 
SENATORS-Row 1: L. Clay, P. Cyprus, D. Warner, Row 2: L. 
Capodiferro, T. Johnson, G. Hill, J. McQueen, C. Grace, P. Matheny, 
Row 3: H. Budden, J. Clay, S. Sheppe, B. Fletcher, G. Terry, D. Frost, 
J . Kessick, L. Lycan, B. Hale, T. Keeney, E. Kincaid, T. Chafin 
STUDENT BODY V. P. & PRES.-
D. Frost and L. Bruce 
student court 
JUSTICES-Row 1: D. Brumfield, S. Hibbert, T. Broh, 
C. Massey, N. Glaser, Row 2: A. Cyrus, P. Cowles, J. 
Meisal, E. Rose 
cabinet 
CABINET MEMBERS-Row 1: D. Smith, J . Wooten, M. 
Ferrell, Row 2: J. Moss, D. Frost, l. Bruce, l. Pepper, 




The ROBE is Marshall University's leadership 
and brotherhood honorary. Membership is based 
upon extracurricular activities, leadership, 
scholarship and interest in Marshall. The 
ROBE is vitally interested in school spirit and 
has exhibited its enthusiasm through pep rallies, 
bonfires, Maroo and other activities. 
THE ROBE-Row I: D. Frost, L. Sammons, C. Nelson, K. Skidmore, 
L. Schuler, R. Coleman, R. Jackson, Row 2: R. Astorg, C. 
Yonker, S. Smith, C. Kincaid, K. Simpson, G. Boesch, P. Donald 
women's recreation assoc. 
WRA-Row 1: D. Kuhn, C. Arnett, C. Nimmo, J. Rhodes, P. 
Hazelett, B. Miller, J. Knight, M. Herbershoff, Row 2: J. Mullins, 
M. Morgan, P. Hinkle, P. Politino, L. Riddle, J. Robson, F. Nowlin 
The Women's Recreation Assoc. offers 
a variety of activities with 
the hope that there is something that 
interests everyone. Team sports 
offered include basketball, volley-
ball, softball; and the individual 
and dual activities include table 
tennis, badminton, and horseshoes . 
The club also sponsors an "Olympic 
Night" in the fall for its members 
and their guest, a fall planning 
retreat, and a spring "Playday" 
for area roigh school girls. 
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who's who among students in 
amencan universities & colleges 
WHO'S WHO-R. Flaugherty, J. Shields, D. Petty, N. 
Glaser, R. McCullough 
WHO'S WHO-D. Cottrill, L. Schuler, B. Hale, L. 
Bruce 
WHO'S WHO- M. Hagen, J . Jenkins, 
J . Lombardo, J . Tawney, L. Pepper 
WHO'S WHO-L. Lewis, B. Theis, C. Massey, C. Nelson , 
J. Woodburn, G. Boesch, L. Lycan , C. Kincaid, J . 
Moss, N. Hickman, D. Frost 
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MANAGING EDITOR-Sherry Allen 




































FOOTBALL-Row I : C. Jerrome, L. Henry C. Smith, M. Patterson, J. Rowe, D. Miller, A. Socha, A. Banfi, 
R. Robb, T. Harris, P. Peltz, M. Serdich. Row 2: B. Wallace, T. Mclaughlin, C. Rine, G. Smith, K. Winier, 
J. Rinehart, R. Safford, E. Gatrell, D. Parker, J . Heaton, J. Tortence. Row 3: C. Jones, W. Jackson, J. 
Kinney, W. Kauffman, B. Thomas, T. Wilkinson, T. Hilton, C. Keesee, G. Phillips, J . Arnold, P. Dotson, J . 
Gilbert, J. Mandeville, R. Snyder. Coaches : C. Snyder, L. Coyer, G. Belu, C. Chancey, C. Kautz, F. 
Underwood. Row 4: G. Hummel, J. Brandt, J. Taylor, · D. Caldwell, J. Bennett, J. Cast, J. Land, V. Ferrari, 
J. Ralbusky, P. Coleman, K. Simpson, J. DeMarco, H. Young, D. Carr, J. Preston, J. Shepherd 
MARSHALL . . .. 27 
MARSHALL .... 6 
MARSHALL . .. . 7 
MARSHALL . .. . 7 
MARSHALL . . .. 0 
MARSHALL . . . . 15 
MARSHALL . . . . 29 
MARSHALL .... 6 
MARSHALL . . . . 16 
MARSHALL .. . . 0 
Morehead . . . . . . . . . . 20 
Eastern Ky. . . . . . . . . 26 
Toledo . . .. . .. .. .. . 23 
Quantico . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Miami ... .... .. .. . 12 
Louisville . . . . . . . . . . 35 
West. Michigan 35 
Bowling Green . . . . . . 7 
Kent State . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Ohio Univ . . .. .. .. .. 28 
Won 2-Lost 8 
The Thundering Herd football team had a dis-
appointing 2-8 season, the school's first 
losing season in four years. After opening 
with a 27-20 victory over rival Morehead 
State, Coach Charlie Snyder's gridders drop-
ped seven straight before upending Mid-Amer-
ican Conference foe Kent State, 16-7. In the 
season final, MAC-Rival Ohio University stop-
ped the Thundering Herd, 28-0, the lone shut-
out scored against MU during 1966. Snyder's 
main problems were a young defensive unit and 
inadequate quarterback play. Five sophomores 
started on defense, four in the backfield 
perimeter. The young Thundering Herd did hold 
conference co-champions Miami and Western 
Michigan close before bowing, 12-0 and 35-29, 
respectively. Two performers who starred 
throughout the dismal season were senior 
running backs Andy Socha and Mickey Jackson. 
Socha led in rushing with 735 yards while 
being named first-team all-MAC. The fleet-
footed Jackson, who led in pass-receiving with 
25 and scoring with 50 points, was placed on 











MARSHALL . .. . 11 0 
MARSHALL . . .. 99 
MARSHALL .... 70 
MARSHALL .... 77 
MARSHALL . ... 91 
MARSHALL .... 85 
MARSHALL ... . 67 
MARSHALL .... 105 
MARSHALL . ... 112 
MARSHALL .... 79 
MARSHALL .... , 79 
basketball MARSHALL .... 93 MARSHALL . .. . 101 MARSHALL .... 97 
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Morris Harvey . . . . . 87 MARSHALL .. .. 77 Florida State ... . . 71 
Eastern Ky . ..... ... 88 MARSHALL .... 73 Western Mich. . . .. 61 
Ohio Un iv. . . . . . . . . 68 MARSHALL .. .. 96 Toledo .. ........ 81 
Morehead . . . . . . . . 84 MARSHALL . ... 98 Morehead ...... 112 
Toledo . . . . . . . . . . 103 MARSHALL .... 65 Kent State . . ..... 61 
Steubenville ...... 81 MARSHALL .... 89 Bowling Green .... 85 
St. Francis . . . . . . . . 73 MARSHALL .... 66 Miami . . ... ... . . 61 
Old Dominion ..... 103 MARSHALL .. .. 77 Miami . .. .... . .. 62 
Eastern Ky ... ...... 83 MARSHALL .... 68 Western Mich. . ... 67 
Bowling Green . . . . 74 MARSHALL . . . . 77 Kent State . . . . . . . 76 
Morris Harvey . . . . . 86 *MARSHALL .... 70 Villanova ... . .... 68 
Ohio Univ. . . . . . . . . 94 *MARSHALL . ... 119 Nebraska .. ... . .. 88 
St. Francis . ... ... . 83 *MARSHALL .... 78 Marquette .. .... .. 83 
Loyala (Chi .) . . . . . . 81 *MARSHALL .... 76 Rutgers .. ... .... 93 
BASKETBALL. Row 1: J. Dawson, D' Antoni, D. Blanken,ship, K. Blankenship, 0 . Stepp, P. Beam. 
Row 2: L. McKenzie, S. Way, J. Davidson, J. Jordan, M. Watson, G. Stone, B. Allen, J. Mallett, B. 
Redd, E. Johnson 
Ellis Johnson's Thundering Herd cagers were 
the toast of the 1966-67 sports year. Besides 
finishing the school's best basketball season 
in 11 years, 20-8, The Thundering Herd 
grabbed l 0 wins in i 2· MAC games to capture 
second-place and made Marshall's first appear-
ance in the National Invitational Tournament 
in New York at Madison Square Garden. Johnson 
and his youngsters made the NIT trip an exciting 
one, winning over Villanova, 70-68, and Nebraska, 
119-88, before losing in the semi-finals to 
Marquette, 83-78, and the consolation to Rut-
gers, 93-76. In the romp of Nebraska MU 
established two NIT marks-most points and 
most field goals by one team in a contest. 
Scoring sensation George Stone pumped in 46 
points that night, highest by a collegiate 
player in Madison Square Garden this year. 
Leading the Herd during the season was its 
"iron man" five of forwards Stone and Bob Redd, 
guards Dan D'Antoni and Jim Davidson, and 
center Bob Allen. Stone, pacing MU in its 
late season drive of 13 wins in the last 16 
games, including triumphs over MAC champ 
Toledo, 96-81, and Loyola of Chicago, 97-81, 
topped in scoring with 684 points for a 24.4 
average. The 6-7 Covington, Ky . sta r, finish-
ing 15th in the nation's scoring ~ace, 
captured All-MAC and All-NIT during the season . 
Captain Bob Redd made the first-team All-MAC 
while Allen was named to the conference 
runnerup squad. Allen, 6-9 rebounding wizard , 
came on strong in the Herd's second half rush 
to average 13.8 carooms per game, good for 














WRESTLING-Row 1: R. Aiello, R. Pickens, R. Adkins, H. Ellison, D. Greathouse, J. Holtzworth . 
Row 2: E. Prelaz, C. Smith, E. Legge, B. Wallace, S. Foster, W. Dreger, T. Dotson. 
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The wrestlers had a 2-9 slate, 
though improvement over the 1- l l mark of the 
season before. Victories for Ed Prelaz's 
grapplers were over Cincinnati and West 
Liberty College. In the conference tourna-
ment, the Thundering Herd finished last for 
the second consecutive year. Sophomore 
standout Richard Aiello gave MU fans 
something to cheer about by winning nine of 







BASEBALL-Row 1: T. Stimpson, C. Yonker, J. Fantuzzo, C. Nelson, E. Radjunas, T. Price, J. Mazur, 
H. Evans. Row 2: J, Cook, T. Harris, D. Rockhold, J. Summers, B. Hale, J. Dinwiddie, B. Blevins, P. 
Holley, B. Dillon, D. Hartley, M. Fullerton, S. Miller. 
One of the biggest surprises was the Thunder-
ing Herd Baseballers 'who had a 11-12 season 
mark and 4-5 record in the tough Mid-Ameri-
can Conference. New coach Jack Cook, using 
only three seniors in the starting lineup, 
came close in bringing Marshall its first 
diamond season since the 1959 Herd team 
ended 12-10. The Herd opened with four 
consecutive losses, won their next three, 
then lost three before straighten·ing them-
selves out. One of the season's highlights 
was a two-game sweep of conference foe 
Toledo. Pitchers Paul Holley and Tom Harris 
were the leaders of the Thundering Herd's 
assault. Lemley batted .306 and was tops 
on the team in three other categories. 
Holley both closed with 4-4 records, but 









TRACK-Row 1: L. Parker, M. Jackson, D. Surbaugh, H. Johnson , 
J. Gast, P. Coleman, M. Josephs. Row 2: E. Berry, B. Smith, P. 
Peltz, P. Lowe, N. Nickell, R. Dunfee. Absent : G. Prater, C. Rine, 
K. Simpson, J . Starkey, B. Wallace, T. Wilkinson . 
The Herd track squad set eignt school records during 
a 5-3 season, but still finished last in the con-
ference spring meet, scoring only four points. Mentor 
Michael Josephs' thinclads began their regular season 
with four straight victories, including one over the 
University o.f Kentucky, and then dropped three of 
their last four dual meets. In the spring meet at 
Bowling Green, MU's four points came on a fourth-






CROSS COUNTRY-Row 1: D. Howe, G. Prater, S. Radcliff. Row 2 : M. 
Josephs, E. Jackson, E. Berry; J . Lowe, B. Smith, R. Dunfee. 
cross country 
The Cross-Country squad, 
coached by Michael 
Josephs, won three dual 
meets and lost four 
during the 1966 season . 
But, in the MAC meet at 
Toledo, the Cross 
Country team finished 
dead last. Co-Captain 
Gary Prater paced the 
harriers and had the 
best time of the season 




TENNIS-Row I : J. Noble, C. Wolverton, T. Chadwick, M. Johnson. Row 2: 
P. Haynes, T. McClure, D. Warner, K. Blankenship . 
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John Noble's tennis 
team ended with a 2-10-1 
season and tallied no 
points in the MAC Spring 
Meet for a cellar finish. 
The two wins during the 
season came against 
Xavier and Morris 
Harvey. Captain Craig 
Wolverton, Tom McClure 
and Doug Warner grabbed 
four victories apiece 
despite another lack-




GOLF-Row I : R. Shepard, P. Donald, Jr., C. Hobbs, K. Bowen, B. 
Graham. Row 2: J. Billie, V. Wright, J. Carter, B. Peoples, W. Wick. 
The biggest letdown of the 
sports year of '66-'67 was 
the Thundering Herd golfers, 
defending conference cham-
pions. Buddy Graham's 
Linksmen started slowly but 
entered the Spring Meet with 
a 11-3 record in season 
matches, 8-1 in MAC action. 
But, then d isaster struck! 
The golfers finished fifth 
in the spring championships, 
a far cry from a predicted 
second-straight title. 
Senior co-captain Pete Donald 
was one of the bright spots, how-
ever, as he won a f irst-team 
birth on the All-MAC team. 
Donald was consistant 
throughout the regular 
season, also, as he led MU 






CHEERLEADERS-C. Donalson, B. Theis, J. 
Johnson, S. Jones, D. Barnett, G. Hartman. 
317 
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Sigma Phi Epsilon steammlled its 
way to the intramural 
sports trophy with a total 
of 631 points, the most 
ever scored by one team in 
the school's intramural 
history. Among the first 
places captured by the Sig 
Eps during the year were 
in football, handball sing-
les and doubles, foul-
shooting and volleyball. 
Following the Sig Eps in 
the intramural standings 
were Pi Kappa Alpha 
Fraternity with 335 points 
and the independent Fire 
organization with 280. 
Finishing fourth and fifth 
were Tau Kappa Epsilon 
Fraternity with 179 tallies 
and Lambda Chi Alpha who 
gathered 154 points. 
intramurals 
INTRAMURAL CHAMPIONS-L. Sammons, past president of SPE; Dr. 
Dollgener, intramural director; D. Life, president SPE; Don Rockhold 
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index 
Abdoney, Kamell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99 
Abel, Richard D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
Abney, Marie Anne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 227 
Abraham, Arley G. . . . . . . . . . . . . 250, 257 
Ackerman, Roberta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
Addair, Wanda Sue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124 
Adkins, Barbara K. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99, 250 
Adkins, Charles Jr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99 
Adkins, Deborah A. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 225 
Adkins, Dennis E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83 
Adkins, Gary P. . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 60 
Adkins, Gloria J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
Adkins, Karen Sue ....... • •.... 99, 222 
Adkins, Lowell E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240 
Adkins, Richard A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 296 
Adkins, Robert . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 124 
Adkins, Sharon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124 
Affourtit, Thomas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 161 
Agee, Philip Jr . .. . ... . .. . .. .. •.... . 99 
Aiello, Richard V. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 296 
Aitken, Barbara A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 233 
Aldridge, Gratus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83 
Aliff, Linda Rae . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99 
Allen, Cheryl Lea . . . . . . . . . . . . . 241, 230 
Allen, Katherine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124 
Allen, Michael D. . .. ... ...... ...... 60 
Allen, Robert J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 284 
Allen, Vicki Lynn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124 
Allison, Julia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124 
Allison, Patty J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 237 
Allred, Emmogean H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 226 
Altizer, Beverly L. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124 
Ambler, Gary M ......... .......... 124 
Anderson, Burl J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124 
Anderson, Robert B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124 
Ankrum, Janice E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 233 
Ardisson, Richard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83, 249 
Arnett, Christie L. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 265 
Arnold, Barbara G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 243 
Arnold, Jerry N . .. ....... . .. . ..... 274 
Arnold, Robert Carl . . . . . . . . . . . . 60, 225 
Arrowood, Patti Jo .. ... . .. 99, 241, 230 
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Arthur, George M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83 
Artier, Carla J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
Asbury, Beverly H .....•. • ....... ... 60 
Asbury, Marilyn K ......... ........ 124 
Ashley, Mary Jo ......... . .. .. 124, 245 
Astorg, Robert G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 264 
Avant, Jr. Luther E ......... ....... . . 99 
Bacorn, Alma Ann . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124 
Bailes, Harold R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83 
Bailey, Carolyn A .. . .... . . .. .... . .. 124 
Bailey, Sharon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 83 
Baisden, Jerry D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 83 
Baker, Rodney L. • • . . • . . . . . . . • • • . . 257 
Baker, Sherry Lee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 223 
Baldwin, Jerry Lee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 258 
Baldwin, Marilyn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124 
Bales, Barbara Sue . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 124 
Ball, Charlene Rae . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124 
Ball, Elizabeth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 233 
Ballard, Brenda F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 00 
Banfi, Jr. Andrew M .......•....... 274 
Banks, Sharron Lee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125 
Barber, Kenneth L. . • . . • • . . . . . . • . . . 125 
Bare, William T . ................... l 00 
Barker, Rodney W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 249 
Barnes, Paul L. . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . 60 
Barrows, Robert M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 258 
Bartram, Gerald B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
Batcheller, David . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 83 
Bates, Sarah E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83 
Batson, Dorman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125 
Baylous, Elizabeth . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
Beale, Elizabeth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 242 
Beam, . Park . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 284 
Beard, John E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 00 
Beatty, Paul T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83 
Beatty, Ronald D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83 
Beckett, Linda G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
Belcher, Gerald . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 258 
Belfield , Alexande . . . . . . . • . .. . . . . . . . 60 
Bell, Nancy . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125 
Bennett, Carroll R. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 125 
Bennett, Harold W ... . ...... . •.... . 274 
Bennett, Joan . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . 125 
Bentley, Norwood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 
Bentley, Sandra G. . • . . . . . . • . . • . . . . 232 
Bernard, Jacquelin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 243 
Berry, Edwin Kelly .... .•... . .• 315, 304 
Bias, Stephen F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 161 
Bibbee, Robert Lee . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 257 
Bickel, Barbara G. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 222 
Biggs, Philip T .................... 125 
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Marshall University's l 30th Commencement 
was the largest in the history of the 
institution. Undergraduate and graduate 
degrees were awarded to l ,054 students. 
An honorary Doctor of Laws Degree· was 
bestowed upon Dr. John Frank Bartlett, who 
retired later in the year after serving as 
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences 





HENRY S. WINGATE 
Chairman and Chief Officer 
The International Nickel Company 
In his commencement address "The Businessman" 
Mr. Wingate called on the graduates to "face 
your conscience and yourself and ask these questions 
time and again: How can I really pay my way here? 
Am I worth what my chosen endeavor is paying me 
and what society is doing for me? Am I finding a 
way in everything I do to perform and make a con-
tribution to the outer limits of my abilities? 
If you keep asking yourself these questions and if 
you will keep acting on them in accordance with 
the dictates of your conscience, then you will 
give more than you have received, and in the process, 
the world will move forward and you individually 
and those who have placed their bets on you will have 
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